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On December 10 th at 1:30 pm, the W7 stellerator produced its first plasma in Germany
under the direction of the Max Planck Institute for Plasma Physics and the admiring
glances of hundreds of engineers and researchers in Europe: here at Cadarache in the
amphitheatres of the ITER Tore Supra research facility. It is the culmination of nearly
nine years of construction and more than a year of preparation for the European
teams. With a diameter of about 16 m and a weight of 725 tonnes, it consists of
70 superconductive magnets for plasma confinement. Eventually, researchers intend
to validate the properties of the stellerator and prove the potential of this concept.
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MAJOR ADVANCES
FOR THE JT-60SA PROJECT
Jean-Claude Vallet, technical coordinator of the JT-60SA project, cannot hide
his satisfaction about the year's results. The CEA teams in charge of the French
contribution to the renovation of the JT-60SA research facility have achieved two
major results. In Japan, on the site of Naka, they have just completed the installation
of the cryogenic plant that will cool the superconductive magnets of the machine to
very low temperature from 2016 onwards. The operation mobilized up to 40 people
at the peak of construction and involved the French CEA teams, alongside the
Japanese JAEA and industrial Air Liquide teams. They have just finished machining
the first superconductive coil, a 7 meter high room (half the size of the ITER coils).
The other nine coils are being manufactured in the General Electric plant in Belfort,
where the pace is accelerating at the twelve workstations of the production line
in order for manufacturing to be finished by October 2017. As they are completed,
they will be progressively forwarded to the cryogenic test station at the CEA /
Saclay in the Paris region for validation tests prior to transportation to Japan. This
programme, half funded by Europe and half by Japan, is part of the commitments
made in support of the ITER project.

First manufactured coil (JT-60SA)

LOCAL NEWS
VINON-SUR-VERDON
THE FOOTBRIDGE
STRADDLES THE RIVER
On 18 th November, an 800 tonne crane was used to lift the 175 tonne bridge over
the river Verdon to connect the two banks in Vinon-sur-Verdon. An achievement that
was funded in part by the project support plan generated by the work on the very
high voltage line for ITER.

Discover the ordinary and exceptional biodiversity

ON A SMARTPHONE,
DOES BIOVERSITY
BECOME MORE EXCITING?
Identify and discover old oak trees, insects or a clearing... that's good. But doing
this while using a smartphone or tablet just changes everything! And when the
audio commentary, videos and quizzes are scrolled down the screen, the interactive
discovery suddenly becomes exciting. And it works! Agence Iter France's move
to create the « Cadarache Biodiversity Trail » application (available on iPhone and
iPad) soon proved to be a winning bet: first, because the application is free; then,
because it allows, within a perimeter of 1,500 metres, the discovery of an exceptional
environment. And it is clear that without the necessary screen, the trail probably
would not have been so successful. Once the application is launched, you just need
to go to one of the 10 stations along the trail to learn about the environment while
having fun.
Your turn... The course is designed with the OFB forestry commission as part of
the compensatory measures (read also our article on page 1) and begins near
Cadarache castle.
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-

CRYOGENICS:
NO SUPERHERO WITHOUT
SUPER POWERS!
If superconductors are to be like superhero magnets (see our article in Interfaces
No. 58), they clearly have to be endowed with super powers. These superconductive
magnets, which will allow us to control plasma at a temperature of 150 million degrees,
can only work perfectly at... extremely cold temperatures. Temperatures of less
than 269 degrees! On earth, these temperatures do not exist naturally so you need
« super-equipment » to reach them: this is called « cryogenic » equipment. Behind
this one word, derived from the Greek « Kruos » which means « cold », hide several
different machines in which different gases circulate, such as nitrogen and helium;
to reach a liquid state in which their temperature is less than 269 degrees for helium
and less than 193 degrees for nitrogen.
The ITER cryogenic equipment is the most powerful in the world: it consists of three
20 metre long refrigerators, each weighing 120 tonnes! It is manufactured by a
French company called Air Liquide.
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Stars in the universe (© NASA). Fusion is
the nuclear reaction that fuels the sun and stars,
an energy source that can be reproduced on Earth
in research facilities such as the ITER which
is now under construction. The ITER programme
represents a major step in mastering this new
energy source for future generations.

© Shutterstock
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« The best compensation would
be to become exemplary ».

A

unique project with exceptional measures! This was the
thinking behind the decree fixing a 20 year programme
of compensatory measures to be implemented by Agence
ITER France. Almost eight years later, this programme has been
the subject of a symposium organized with Aix-Marseille University
on December 4th, 2015. The aim was to participate in the
establishment of a model for ecological compensation. This is
because, as several speakers reminded us, the success of the
« ITER compensation » programme required « the establishment
of a working body able to respond in a concerted way to the
measures imposed by the prefectural decree ». Hervé Le Guyader,
Professor of evolutionary biology at the University Pierre et
Marie Curie, co-chaired the steering committee responsible for
monitoring the compensatory measures from 2008 onwards.
With this committee composed of government representatives,
experts, environmental protection associations and elected
officials, he participated in « defining the ecological criteria for
the compensation. » Most importantly, there was real knowledge
sharing: « as we progressed we shared and gained knowledge,
while staying as close as possible to the subject in hand, » explains
Laurence Legard-Moreau, « forest-woods » manager for the OFB
forestry commission agency in the Bouches-du-Rhône and the
Vaucluse. « The project director's approach has created a climate
of confidence which was not initially present. »

December 4th, 2015 Symposium: a full house
Besides avoiding high stake areas and reducing the impacts of
land clearing whenever possible, AIF has gradually acquired a
forest area of almost 390 hectares with very high heritage interest
(in the Alpes-de-Haute-Provence, the Hautes-Alpes and the Var),
created many nature trails (over 1,600 hectares to date) and
developed management plans for protected areas. This investment
will also lead to ministerial approval for half of the Cadarache
forest to become an ecological reserve in early 2016. AIF has also
developed a scientific research programme and funded a thesis on
compensation and the criteria for its implementation. And of course
we must not forget the implementation of a widespread information
and awareness programme on biodiversity issues which has already
involved some 70,000 people. Samuel Pauvert, ecology engineer
and project manager at Dreal PACA explained, « this highlights
the fact that project support is at least as important as the
compensatory measures themselves and that it is important that
all projects set up a steering committee similar to that of ITER ».

HIGHLIGHTS OF 2015
• JANUARY: The site training scheme trained

• JUNE: 4th, the Saint-Vincent-sur-Jabron school won

thirty-six building professionals. In groups of twelve,
formworkers and masonry workers learned ITER rules
and techniques. Most of them are now working on the
ITER, CEA or regional construction sites.

first place in the annual Arborium competition. As well
as creating a Cadarache forest ecosystem, students
had to solve a series of puzzles along the biodiversity
trail in Cadarache. Signature of a land exchange act in
St-Vincent-sur-Jabron to enlarge the CEA land size.

On the 14th, arrival of the first 87 tonne transformer from
Korea.

UPDATE

“
In and around ITER, exceptional development potential of the new energies valley in South of France

SIX YEARS
AFTER
RETURNING
TO FRANCE,
TO BECOME
DIRECTOR OF AGENCE
ITER FRANCE (AIF)1,

JÉRÔME PAMÉLA
IS PREPARING TO HAND OVER
TO HIS SUCCESSOR.

INTERFACES: Why have you decided to make such a quick
decision?
JP: Because the site was ready and France had just fulfilled one
of its major commitments. The transfer, sealed by the signature of
the long-term lease, also allowed the European domestic agency
F4E (Fusion For Energy) to start its first work on the construction
of the technical buildings. For our part, between 2010 and
2012, we completed the development of the site including the
construction of ITER headquarters as well as the connection
to the Provence canal that will supply the cooling system of
the research facility. Along with RTE, we also co-funded the
construction of the 400kV extra high voltage power station.
INTERFACES: From as early as the land clearance and the
start of construction, all these projects have also raised
environmental questions, how has AIF managed them?
JP: AIF has indeed respected the prefectural decree on
compensatory measures related to the land clearance
necessary during the site preparation. A steering committee
which promoted genuine dialogue between all stakeholders
and actors, including political and scientific participants was
set up... A particularly interesting job, often thrilling; topics
I did not know anything about and I took great pleasure in
discovering them! (read also our article on page 1 of this issue).
INTERFACES: What has been the cost of all the work carried
out by AIF as part of French and European commitments?
JP: If we go into details, we see that AIF has managed about
150 million euros of the work carried out. We have stayed well
within the forecast budgets and the profit created has enabled

AGENCE ITER
FRANCE
IS ALREADY
SETTING UP A
SUSTAINABLE PATH

”

us to fund other programs for several years. One of them is the
preparation of an operating waste management project foreseen
when the ITER facility is operational, with the implementation of a
specific branch: this may seem very far off, but these issues are
already being tackled today.
INTERFACES: Did it also marked a shift in AIF's activities
which, until then, had been focused exclusively on the site?
JP: Yes there was a gradual change which included new activities
such as the question of waste, but also the preparation of future
decommissioning and the management of the transport itinerary
which the agency has ensured since February 2011.
There has also been continuity in, for example, the commitment
of AIF's team in both support and animation activities. Starting
with the Welcome Office, a real interface between the ITER
staff (and their families) and France as the host country of the
project. Located at the entrance of ITER headquarters, it offers a
range of services and support for staff. French funding2 from the
state and local communities, and the French contribution to the
European agency (F4E) also enable me to appreciate the ongoing
commitment of our local partners to the ITER project. I sincerely
thank them for their unfailing support. AIF has also played a leading
role in ITER Organization's insertion in the French administrative
landscape, with the introduction of numerous agreements and
protocols. The 52nd national coordination meeting was held at the
end of November in Paris, involving representatives from all the
main ministries. In addition, AIF hosts and strongly supports C2I,
the ITER Industrial Committee, which coordinates at the present
time, a network of over 400 industrialists. C2I has also organized
three ITER Business Forums, gathering all ITER partners.

FUSION CHALLENGES
« When I arrived at the beginning of 2010, Agence's efforts were
mainly focused on finalizing development work on the ITER site
which was still under French management However, one of the
first decisions taken at the end of January was to transfer the
responsibility of the site to the ITER Organization in July 2010 … »

THIS PROVIDES A PERFECT
OPPORTUNITY TO LOOK BACK
OVER THE YEARS WITH THE
MAN WHO ENABLED AIF
TO START ITS MISSION AND
BECOME A LONG TERM ENTITY.
InTERFACES #59 English version of the AIF newsletter

From the Tore Supra and JET projects through to the EFDA*, Jérôme Pamela's experience and expertise now allow
him to target the next issues related to nuclear fusion in general and in particular concerning the ITER project...
The next two challenges are obviously the successful construction of ITER and the operation of the facility.
Concretely, this means being able to create and control a burning plasma with power amplification of at least factor
ten. When this challenge is achieved, the scientific demonstration of the feasibility of fusion will be a success.
« Next the pre-industrial issues will come. We will need to build a demonstration power reactor, a technically
complex facility that will benefit from the research and results of ITER, using all the information acquired during
the project. One of the main challenges consists in optimizing the reactor, despite its complexity, so as to achieve
the levels of performance and reliability needed from an industrial system. In particular the question of materials
is crucial, since they must be able to withstand unprecedented neutron flux levels on very large components. It will
also require the use of stable materials, the development of which we have been working on for over twenty year.
Therefore, one of the key issue relies on public acceptance, and that involves minimizing the volume and quantity
of waste produced... ».
* Tore Supra is a fusion reactor at CEA in Cadarache; it has new been renamed WEST and plays a support role in the ITER project. JET, in England, is the largest fusion facility in the world.
The EFDA is the European Fusion Development Agency based in Germany.

INTERFACES: The Agency is also involved in a regional
network, Welcome around ITER...
JP: The network « Welcome around ITER » has indeed
become a key player in welcoming and supporting companies
working on ITER construction site at Cadarache. It brings
together AIF, the Pôle Emploi and PACA Mode d'Emploi
employment agencies, the Welcome Office for International
Companies (WOIC), the C2I and the network of Chambers
of Commerce and Industry. Notably, it participated in the
support of fifteen international companies which have setup
locally. It has also contributed to the creation of 400 jobs in
the region.
INTERFACES: Did all these topics enable Agence to gain
visibility?
JP: Yes, definitely. The « Welcome Around ITER » network has
established a constructive relationship of trust with all the elected
representatives. In terms of visibility, it is also worth noting the
remarkable work carried out by all the relevant professionals
involved in the transport of very exceptional components along
the ITER itinerary, this calls for exceptional organizational issues
in view of the number of people involved.
INTERFACES: What is left to do?
JP: For many years, we will have to manage the ITER itinerary
with a very substantial increase in the number of convoys,
reaching a near-weekly basis during peak periods. The other
two above-mentioned topics (decommissioning and waste) will
also expand. In this respect, we need to propose an optimized
branch: it must be technically simple, not too expensive and with
the lowest possible environmental impact. This notion of impact,
and therefore the public acceptance, is also a challenge for the
development of this new source of energy: fusion.
INTERFACES: AIF's missions are far from over ...
JP: It's true that six years ago, one could ask « the site, and what
after »... Today that is not the case, the guidelines of Agence are
clear.
According to me, one of the main issues around ITER has not yet
completely been explored. The research activities conducted at
Cadarache covers almost all types of non-carbon energy - fission,
fusion, solar and biofuels: there is exceptional development potential
there which could mean that the Durance valley becomes the
« valley of energies. » I am convinced that Agence ITER France
can and should play a key role in this endeavour, along with
the other economic actors and communities that have strongly
supported the project since it was launched.

• FEBRUARY:

• SEPTEMBER: 11th, the roof of the assembly
hall for the components at the heart of ITER was laid,
the largest meccano in the world. It took half a day and
an entire night to lift the 800 tonne metal framework.

With the support of C2I, the
regional network of Chambers of Commerce and Industry
launched an ambitious programme to support and help
SMEs and very small companies to tender for complex
industrial contracts such as ITER calls (mechanical tools,
assembly, piping...). Eleven companies benefit from this
programme which started in December.
Agence ITER France finalised a guide that summarizes the
mandatory procedures for foreign companies employing
foreign staff to work in France: entry and residency visas,
minimum wages, work conditions, paid leave, health, safety
and hygiene at work...

Mediterranean eco-campus was laid in Sainte-Tulle.
This energy training centre, a strong showcase of
the valley of energy, will welcome its first students in
September 2016.

• MARCH: 2nd, the job center set up a team solely

• NOVEMBER: 27th, Agence ITER France organised

24th, a public meeting organized by the local ITER
Information Commission helped clarify welcome measures
for site personnel.

• OCTOBER: 28th, the foundation stone of the

dedicated to the recruitment and training needs of the
ITER site. The french national employment and training
agency advertised 1,150 job offers, including 246 offers
in 2015.

the 7th intercultural seminar on « expatriation in the
21st century: new perspectives » in Aix-en-Provence.

On the 26 th and 27th, the fourth ITER Business Forum
organized in Marseille by the C2I was a huge success
with over 800 representatives from 405 companies,
including 53 % from foreign companies. The next edition
will take place from February 8 th to 11th 2016 in Monaco
as part of the MIIFED.

Compensation: the experience of ITER in search of a
model » conference. For the first time, it has been jointly
organized by AIF and Aix-Marseille University. The results
will be published in 2016.

• APRIL: On the construction site, work was in progress.
Nearly 200 people worked on the construction of the
assembly hall, the tokamak complex and the electrical
transformers. Six months later, it had increased to around
1,300 people including the management and engineering
teams.

• DECEMBER: Friday 4th, full house for the « Ecological

From 7th to 10 th and 14th to 17th, transportation of the first
six elements of the base of the cryostat, a huge cylinder
almost 30 metres high and wide. Summary of the ITER
convoys on www.itercadarache.org.
December 17th, signature of the deed of purchase for the
preservation of the 105 hectares of natural land in the
municipality of Mazaugues, as part of the compensatory
measures.

• MAY: 20 th, the College of Carcassonne (Pélissanne)
and the Antonin Artaud high school (Marseille) won the
ITER Robots final. The 2016 edition is open and has some
new challenges.

AGENCE' ITER FRANCE ACHIEVEMENTS
- A hundred hectares developed between 2007 and 2008. Four cooling water basins with a capacity of 3,000 m3 each.
Several kilometers of hydraulic networks along the RD952 road. Power supply: prolongation of the THT line (very high
voltage) and creation of a 400 kV substation on the site. Water supply and connection to the Canal de Provence (1 % of
water withdrawn, not impact on canal users).
- 12,500 m2 of temporary offices built to host the ITER Organization teams and construction of the ITER Organization
headquarters (20,500 m2) designed by architects Rudy Ricciotti and Laurent Bonhomme from the Var region, delivered
in October 2012.
- Implementation of a compensatory measures programme planned to be phased over 20 years in accordance with the
prefectural decree of March 2008.
- Management of some 104 km of roads and tracks developed for the passage of ITER convoys (nearly one convoy per week
on average during peak periods) and public awareness programme for communities affected by the convoys (over forty
in total).
- First steps towards setting up a study programme for the management of waste that will be generated during the operation
of ITER and, in the longer term, of decommissioning waste in accordance with regulatory requirements.
- Animation and coordination of the « Welcome around ITER » network, supporting companies and their staff.
- Implementation of a popular science programme for schools on the subject of energy and biodiversity and organization
of two school competitions (ITER Robots and Arborium).
- Reception of over 1,900 people (ITER staff and their families) since 2007 by the Welcome Office.
- Implementation of an AIF/Aix-Marseille University cooperation on intercultural language learning which has benefited to
nearly 2,000 people and has also led to the organisation of an international symposium each year; a partnership that
has expanded and now includes legal aspects and communication.

1
Decree No. 2006-752 of 29 June 2006 authorizing the creation of AIF within
the CEA to implement the commitments made by France for the implementation of
the ITER project on its territory.
2

Funds and contributions in kind.

St Vincent-sur-Jabron, one of the conservation sites
(compensatory measures set up by AIF)

